Newer applications of serum prostate-specific antigen in the management of prostate cancer.
The information contained in this article indicates that PSA will have an increasing role in the management of prostate cancer. For example, it is now essential for optimal diagnosis if prostate cancer detection is the goal. Prospects are high that more information about PSA density relationships, PSA velocity phenomenologies, and possible PSA isoforms will increase diagnostic accuracy. It would also seem that PSA will improve staging accuracy not only by better manipulation of multiple preoperative parameters (eg, cancer grade, volume, PSA, etc) but possibly by the molecular detection of minute amounts of occult prostate cancer cells in bone, blood or lymph nodes, or by improved use of immune scanning. Finally, the use of these more sophisticated staging approaches together with increasingly sensitive PSA assays and possibly androgen provocative testing might allow the prospect that the potentially curative therapies can be almost immediately assessed for efficacy, thereby increasing prospects for therapeutic progress. Finally, PSA may become even more important for manipulating hormone therapies (eg, IAS therapy) or it could form a basis for new treatments such as immune or gene therapy.